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Abstract
The HELIUM (High European Laboratory for Institutes, Universities and Markets) project offers European and
international companies, researchers and scientists a platform to access Near Space. Space technologies are on a
continuous growth path and many new developments (related to flag-ship Space programmes like Galileo or
Copernicus, and a long tail of other Space initiatives) need to be tested, demonstrated and validated before being
accepted by the industry. Currently, these newly developed technologies are tested on the ground, using climatic
chambers that simulate one, or a few, Space conditions. However, it remains difficult to simulate the integrated effect
of all Space conditions. It’s even more difficult to have a human in the loop, which can help understand the
interactions between the environment and the experiment. zero2infinity is developing a balloon-borne laboratory that
provides cost effective access to Near Space. It’s an environmentally friendly solution that. In Europe there is an
increasing demand of flight opportunities to test, validate, demonstrate and calibrate technologies, equipment and
new concepts that need to increase their TRL. This is essential to retain the competitiveness of the European Space
sector. Initially, the proposed platform will be designed to perform short duration flights (a few hours at altitude) for
2 passengers up to an altitude of 40km. The benefits of the proposed platform include: (i) bridging between ground
testing (TRL5) and IOV/IOD, (ii) long exposure times and less strict requirements compared to sounding rockets,
(iii) low cost and increased flight opportunities compared to orbital access, (iv) crewed platform, offering astronautlike capabilities for researchers and scientists. This paper will present the technical and market viability of the
HELIUM laboratory.
I. INTRODUCTION
I.I Mission of the company
As the first commercial Near Space balloon
company in Europe, zero2infinity is developing the
technology and the infrastructure needed to:
(i) Offer a dedicated balloon-assisted launcher for
microsatellites that will place payloads in precise orbits.
This efficient solution will lower the entry barrier cost
of placing a satellite, or a constellation of them, in Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) and will empower Space technology
with the benefits of micro and nanotechnology
(bloostar).
(ii) Fly pilots, scientists and passengers to NearSpace in a pressurized pod. Such a platform will
improve scientific excellence for observation and
experimentation outside most of the atmosphere. It will
also be used as an Astronaut training facility by Space
agencies. Finally, it will serve to raise people’s
awareness of the beauty and fragility of our planet and
inspire them to protect it (bloon).
Since its creation in 2009, zero2infinity is flying
large and small payloads to Near Space for testing
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purposes. In 2013 zero2infinity started its Near Space
balloon commercial operations started for a host of
customers from educational institutions to technology
companies from several countries.
HELIUM is one further step within the mission of
the company. HELIUM will provide a crewed scientific
platform in Near Space. This is the first time such a
laboratory is being developed in a commercial and
viable manner. The last Near Space crewed platforms
were flown in the 1960s and were very experimental.
HELIUM aims at building a bridge for experimenting
and testing between ground and in-orbit allowing users
to access Space-like conditions, to experiment in realtime in Near Space and to validate new technologies.
From a programmatic standpoint, the HELIUM
project is an important step towards full
commercialization of bloon. bloon is the future pod
planned by zero2infinity capable of flying 6
crewmembers total, 2 pilots and 4 mission specialists or
passengers, to Near Space. It will validate the
technologies at a smaller scale, letting scientists and
professional pilots fly in the short term, before opening
up flights to the public, in a more standardized and
commercial manner.
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From a technology point of view, HELIUM is also a
synergistic step in the development of bloostar, a small
satellite launcher that takes off from a balloon platform.
HELIUM fits in the roadmap of launching ever larger
payloads with ever larger safety requirements.
I.II Background
zero2infinity has been collaborating with the
European Commission to develop future solutions in the
Space market for years. Within the FP7 framework
programme, as part of an international consortium, the
company developed an advanced guided descent system
by parachute for aerial vehicles, including Light Sport
Aircraft (LSA) and Near-Space Capsules (NSC),
weighting up to 600 kg. This project, known as
Paraplane, produced a system for controlled steerable
descent and recovery which will be used both for the
HELIUM laboratory and later bloon.
Moreover, the European Space Agency (ESA)
officially expressed interest, with an observer status, in
HELIUM in August 2015, within the framework of a
Call for Ideas (CFI) for Space exploration as a driver for
growth and competitiveness. zero2infinity and ESA are
currently exploring future possible partnership schemes.
II. TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY
A HELIUM flight requires four major components:
the pod, the balloon (or sail), the flight train and the
ground segment.
II.I Flight cycle description
The HELIUM flight cycle is described in 9 phases.
The overall duration of the flight cycle, including preflight preparation of the launch site and the time to
recover the pod and return to base, is approximately
between 11 and 13 hours. The total time available
during flight phases (including ascent, cruise and
descent) is 5 hours. Up to 2 hours of gentle cruise flight
will be available for altitudes between 25 and 40km
(82,000ft to 131,000ft). Before the descent phase, a
microgravity period of a few tens of seconds will be
optionally available if required for the mission.
Phase 1
Description
Duration
Phase 2
Description
Duration
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Pre-flight
Preparation of the launch site
and vehicle, as well as the
conditioning of the required
devices for the mission.
Boarding.
3h 45min
Launch
Countdown and vertical liftoff.
10min

Phase 3

Ascent
Ascent from the Earth’s
Description
surface up to Near Space,
around 36km (118,000ft).
Duration
2h
Phase 4
Cruise
Steady cruise in Near Space at
Description
a constant altitude.
Duration
2h
Phase 5
Sail Separation
Separation of the balloon
envelope. Zero, lunar and
Description
Martian microgravity are
optionally available during a
few tens of seconds.
Duration
Seconds
Phase 6
Parafoil Deployment
Deployment of the parachute
Description
after sail separation.
Duration
10min
Phase 7
Descent
Guided descent to one of the
Description
pre-defined landing spots in
the landing area.
Duration
50min
Phase 8
Landing
Touch-down and final landing
Description
at one of the pre-defined
landing spots.
Duration
10min
Phase 9
Post-landing
Recovery of the pod and sail.
Description
Return to base.
Duration
2 to 4h
Table 1: Flight cycle phases.
The planning and control of this flight relies upon
state of the art software that accurately predicts the inflight route of the pod as well as its landing location
several days in advance based on atmospheric and
historic data.
II.II Pod description
It is a pressure vessel that contains the crew and the
necessary systems for environmental control and life
support (ECLSS) as well as the payload needed
specifically for the mission, such as experiment devices.
There are a total of three pods available that are
currently in different stages of development:
microbloon
A toroid-shaped pod, which was flown to Near
Space in 2012. This flight-proven pod could be
retrofitted to carry 1 mission specialist.
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Fig. 1: microbloon pod in Near Space.

Fig. 3: minibloon pod, in construction and in one
potential configuration.
The ECLSS of this pod is in development, including
atmosphere, temperature, pressure and humidity
monitoring and control. In the first phase of HELIUM it
is planned to have a pressurized minibloon pod with a
fully functioning ECLSS, while the crew will also wear
a pressure suit for added safety. The suit will be worn
with open visor at most times.
Fig. 2: microbloon pod can fit standard experiment
containers.
minibloon
It is a spherical pod that provides a larger volume
and would be able to fit 2 people seated and standing
up.

bloon
Its shape will be similar to microbloon, but 2.5 times
the size. The subsystems will be modular multiples of
those of minibloon. The bloon pod will carry up to 6
crew (4 mission specialists and 2 pilots). microbloon
and minibloon pods are the test beds for the future
development of the bloon pod.
II.III Balloon description
The balloon is a polyethylene plastic resin nonreusable envelope filled with helium (lifting gas). The
balloons selected for HELIUM are zero-pressure
balloons thus with no differential pressure between
inside and outside. These balloons have been used for
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more than 40 years by national Space agencies and can
lift several metric tons up to 40km (131,000ft).
The balloon envelope required for HELIUM has to
carry a payload of between 1.5 to 2.2 metric tons, to
altitudes between 25 and 40km (82,000 to 131,000ft),
ensuring a ceiling cruise time of 2h. These balloons also
need to meet all navigation requisites from the
authorities, and provide sufficient reliability and safety
to perform crewed flights. The balloon that has been
selected has a cruise volume of 600,000m3 and weights
about 1.6 metric tons.
II.IV Flight train description
It is the structural connection between the balloon
and the pod. The flight train contains most of the flight
equipment, including communication, navigation and
positioning systems, flight termination system and the
descent system. Specifically, it consists of an upper
flight train with an Iridium TC system, balloon tracker,
balloon transponder, balloon radar reflector, flight
termination system and delay pyrotechnic cutter; and a
lower flight train with the descent system, parachute
release system, RF TC system, P/L tracker, P/L
transponder, P/L radar reflector, truck plate and gondola
holder.

have already proposed for crew recovery from ISS
(Crew Return Vehicle, X-38) and final descent
phases of on-demand ISS sample return [4].
3)   Ballistic parachute that can be deployed at any time
to autonomously land the craft to safety at any
phase of the flight. This is similar to the BRS
systems currently used on the Cirrus Light Sports
Aircraft.
II.V Service capability
HELIUM will be a crewed Near Space laboratory
providing standing room for two people with 6.15m3 of
volume available purely for payload and crew.
Regarding communication links, four main
subsystems will compose the communications system:
trackers, mission control, data link and voice link.
Trackers are intended to report GPS position for the pod
independently to the balloon tracker, mission control is
intended to control both position and navigation
variables, data link is intended to download scientific
information to the ground as well as critical
information, and voice link keeps the crew connected to
the mission control centre. Data link and voice link are
both based on the current EU regulation, as well as
standard aviation radios for the voice link.

Communication, navigation and positioning system
It is in charge of keeping communication between
ground and the craft. This includes four subsystems
which are trackers for real-time positioning, position
and navigation commands for mission control, data link
for information about environmental and physiological
variables, and a voice link between the crew and ground
crew.
Descent system
It is in charge of safely bringing the pod back to
Earth from Near Space. At descent, the balloon detaches
from the flight train and the pod, which slows down
using a series of textile-based decelerators, which are
proven solutions for Near Space human return systems
[1]. HELIUM has three independent descent systems:
1)   Pre-extended round parachute on the flight train. It
provides care-free unguided descent and landing.
As the parachute is fully deployed, its descent time
is higher and it spreads wider the CEP for
touchdown.
2)   Optionally piloted, or autonomous, ram-air guided
parachute that opens at 25,000ft (7.6km), resulting
in a completely guided descent to a pre-selected
safe point. These systems are in development for
large 10,000 lbs (4,536kg) parafoil systems [2].
Autonomous guided parafoil accuracy, even for the
last 10 seconds before landing, can be estimated
using already existing software toolbox [3]. Near
Space high-opening autonomous parafoil systems
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Fig. 4: minibloon ECLSS scheme.
Service capability for payload
HELIUM could both fit standardised and nonstandardised payload containers and interfaces. Some
experimenters will prefer to install their experiments
externally and control them using equipment fitted
inside the pod. External payload mounts will be
available on the top of the minibloon pod as well as in
the flight train. Due to the growing interest in suborbital
reusable launch vehicles, reusable payload containers
and interfaces for this type of vehicles have already
been designed and used in actual flights, for example in
NASA Flight Opportunities Program flights. The most
common examples are [5]:
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4)   Standardised Reusable Payload Containers. They
use fixed containers as well as communication
interfaces. For example, the Shuttle Mid-Deck
Locker or the new Nanoracks platform of 16
CubeLabs.
5)   Customised Reusable Payload Racks. They provide
flexible integration and are adequate for small
payloads. Masten and Armadillo have used
adjustable small racks for payload bays.
6)   Retrofit Reusable Payload. They are a direct
adaptation of devices already used in STS or Soyuz
programs. E.g. Ultraviolet Imaging System of the
Space Shuttle.
7)   Reconfigured Reusable Payload. They are adapted
multi-use systems from former Space missions such
as STS to a simpler and/or automated version, using
much less sampler containers but providing rapid
results.
The International Standard Payload Rack (ISPR) has
also been considered for adapting payload into the
HELIUM pod but it has been discarded due to its large
dimensions, approx. 2m high, 1.05m wide, 0.86 m deep,
that would not fit inside the minibloon pod. Among the
mentioned systems, the Nanoracks platform for up to 16
CubeLabs proves to be an adequate payload container
for HELIUM, as well as customised reusable payload
racks. This system is ready for crew interaction and
operation in a crewed Space pod, being already used on
the ISS since 2010. A single CubeLab container
measures 10x10x10 cm, with up to 1kg weight, and
with 2W (5VDC, 400mA) maximum power via the
USB connector. Nanoracks containers are ready to be
installed in the EXPRESS Rack Locker from the ISS
[6], so placing them in a new pod would not require
further development other than placing a similar frame
inside the pod.
Up to 13 Nanoracks platforms could be fitted inside
the minibloon pod —up to 208 CubeLabs each one with
its experiment— in a high density configuration that
still leaves more than 5m3 of free Space for crew and
other elements:
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Fig. 5: Nanoracks high-density internal distribution
example in the minibloon pod.
II.VI Launch procedure description
The over-the-shoulder crane launch technique will
be used to launch the HELIUM laboratory. It is ideal to
launch heavy payloads. The pod is suspended from a
crane while the balloon bubble is being inflated. The
allocation of the elements allows to safely lift the
payload from the crane when the bubble is released
from the spool holder. After this, the whole balloon with
the attached pod ascents gently following ground winds.
Other techniques use an auxiliary balloon to hold the
payload instead of a crane. These balloons are currently
limited to a maximum payload of 1200kg. The needed
external elements to the balloon itself for the launch
procedure are the following:
Launch vehicle
It is the crane for holding the payload or pod. A
large 70-ton crane would be necessary to comfortably
withstand the range of payload weights. Hold/release
systems as well as enough crane boom extension, standoffs on the crane boom and anti-balancing systems will
be required modifications to be added on the crane for
HELIUM.
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Fig. 6: Over-the-shoulder crane launch.
Spool
It is a mobile element that holds the balloon bubble
while it is being inflated, preventing it to pull the
payload in case of ground wind gusts and allowing to
release the bubble to proceed with the launch. This
spool shall be combined with a moving vehicle, both
weighting more than 20 tons in order to withstand a pull
of up to 5 tons generated by the bubble. A front-end
loader or an airplane push-back vehicle are possible
options for a spool moving vehicle.
Inflation equipment
It includes all the necessary elements to fill up the
balloon: Helium delivering container, hoses, and
diffusers. A single trailer can deliver from 3000m3 to
5000m3 of Helium. Two Helium diffusers would
introduce the gas via the two inflation tubes of the
balloon, through high-pressure hoses, adapters and
manometers already used by zero2infinity which are
standard and suitable for HELIUM launch procedure.
Additional equipment
Several carts are needed to move the elements
around the launch pad, especially during the layout of
the flight train and balloon: a balloon cart, a helium cart,
a flight train cart, a ground cloth cart and a tooling cart.
Also forklifts, an a-frame to hang the pod while working
on it, weather prediction equipment, and a secondary
truck-crane or similar to perform the pull test of the
flight train and to move the pod are all part of the
required launch equipment.
II.VII Recovery procedure description
The recovery procedure will address at least two
landing areas: the landing area of the balloon bubble
(plus the upper flight train) and the landing area of the
pod that descends with a parachute (plus the lower flight
train). The recovery procedure details the process of
recovering the abovementioned parts in their respective
locations both in nominal and abnormal situations using
tracking and recovery vehicles.
Some of the tracking vehicles are also the recovery
vehicles. The tracking vehicles follow the path of the
balloon on ground level moving towards the expected
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landing areas, ensuring constant communication with
the balloon and a fast access to the landing areas in case
of an emergency or early descent. They also include a
mobile ground station for communication with the
balloon and the quick response medical team. Tracking
vehicles usually are two 4-wheel drive cars to ensure
ground access to remote areas, each fitted with a
multicopter drone to extend line of sight and to identify
any possible unforeseen landing risk prior to the flight
in the expected landing areas. A ship could also be
included as a tracking vehicle if the landing site is
expected to be done over the sea. In this case, a
speedboat would take the role of the 4-wheel drive cars.
The recovery vehicles pick up the elements to be
recovered. The 4-wheel drive tracking vehicles bring
back the crew of the flight along with smaller pieces of
equipment such as the flight train. The boom truck is
used to recover larger elements such as the balloon and
the pod, when landing on accessible areas. If the landing
takes place in an area that is not accessible for boom
trucks, 4-wheel drive pick-ups would be used to recover
—in several trips—the balloon cut in smaller pieces.
For areas that cannot be accessed by ground vehicles, a
helicopter can recover the payload and/or the balloon. In
case of landing on the sea, at least two recovery boats
shall be used, one for the balloon and another for the
pod recovery. To recover the balloon on the sea, two
divers would need to cut the balloon in parts in order to
let the water flow, and then a boat capable of picking up
fishing nets can reel the balloon parts back in. To
recover the pod on a sea landing a boat with a crane will
be required, one similar to the ones used to recover
small submarines:
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characteristics which result in a number of economical
and safety advantages for scientific research in NearSpace and other applications later explained in this
document.

Fig. 6: Remora submarine, from COMEX, on its
mother ship.
The tracking speedboat can be used for crew
recovery and smaller pieces’ recovery.
Medical equipment
Medical equipment and staff will be at the landing
site for crew recovery in case of emergency. A
therapeutic chamber (hospital) at close distance of 2h
trip maximum is also foreseen. A detailed physiology
risk analysis has been considered to define the first-aid
equipment to be ready in the tracking/recovery vehicles
in case of an emergency descent scenario.
Communications ground station
Information of the flight used by operators is
received, centralized and logged —for future review—
in ground stations. First, a launch base fixed ground
station situated near the field where the launch is
performed, is connected to all communication
subsystems (trackers, mission control, data link and
voice link), taking into account a maximum angle of
vision of 10o above the ground. There, safety controllers
perform critical decisions such as launch and terminate
based on the data from both direct RF links and
information sent via Iridium. Secondly, a pursuit mobile
ground station follows the pod onboard of a tracking
vehicle equipped with receptors of all of the
communication systems and backup storage of all their
data. This mobile ground station can also send any
mission command by itself, so it can operate even if
temporary loss of communication with the launch base
takes place. If, for any reason (geographical,
meteorological), the intended mission makes the
communication between ground base and balloon
unreliable, there is the possibility to deploy a second
ground station that forwards information through the
internet to the main ground station.
II.VIII Advantages of HELIUM
As a reusable vehicle, it has the potential benefits
based on its promise to fly early, frequently and safely
like other similar reusable Spacecraft [7], but as a
balloon-borne vehicle it has technical and operative
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Service advantages
1)   Lower cost. Currently launching a crewed flight to
Space can cost up to $60.0M per seat, compared to
$0.5M per flight with HELIUM to access Near
Space. Moreover, the cost per minute of time in
Near Space in a crewed flight launched using
conventional rocket technology is much higher than
in minibloon —$50,000 per minute versus $1,300
per minute of black sky.
2)   Crewed flight. Instruments handled directly by
humans, increased flexibility, live adjustability and
calibration, real-time data treatment and also added
human value are available in a scientific crewed
flight. Researchers can adapt the experiments
dynamically. Besides, the fact that there is no
longer a need for automated instruments
considerably reduces the mission cost.
3)   Longer flight duration. The flight can last from
minutes to 5 hours (and even days in the future),
depending on the need of the experiment, instead of
the few minutes available during a parabolic or a
suborbital flight [8]. Longer exposure times allow
conducting more experiments, more observations,
more variability, and even being able to teach a
partner during the flight.
4)   More frequent flight opportunities. The cost and
operation requirements to launch a balloon-borne
crewed pod to Near Space are significantly lower
than the ones from other conventional suborbital
ballistic reusable launchers. This will increase the
availability and the frequency of flight
opportunities.
5)   Near Space. It bridges the gap between aircraftborne research (<12km or 39,000ft) and orbital
research (>100km or 328,000ft, extremely
expensive), resulting in higher resolutions, wider
fields of view, and less flight speed for optimal
remote sensing, with no weather issues.
6)   Low speed flight. As transport is not the purpose,
having 200x times lower speeds than suborbital
rocket-borne vehicles increases the sampling
capability, safety, and the control of the work area.
7)   Lower vibrations and accelerations. The buoyant
flight regime results in much lower mechanical
requirements, increased safety, and a gentler ride
for the instruments. Therefore, instrumentation can
be less expensive.
8)   No need of aerodynamic shape. Increases
enormously the flexibility of the shape of the
payload to launch, as well as the volume of the
payload.
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9)   Less demanding for the crew. Avoids making the
crew undergo serious acceleration swings. Requires
less than 2 hours of training and medical tests
instead of months or even years of preparation.
Therefore, Space accessibility is dramatically
increased.
10)   Zero pollution. As a helium balloon is the only
responsible of lifting the pod, and no combustion
process is used in any step of the flight, HELIUM
can be considered a zero emission solution. In fact,
the only emission is helium gas, which, being a
noble gas, has no effect on health or the
environment.
Operative and development advantages
HELIUM features also lead to both economic and
technological benefits to its development and operation.
The absence of a rocket propulsion system completely
avoids critical constraints during the development as
well as its associated operational risks: unlike rocketbased solutions HELIUM has no catastrophic failure
modes. Historically, the vast majority of costs in Space
programs —such as Saturn V and Space Shuttle— has
gone into the rocket propulsion development, which
have never really become reusable [9]. Vibrations and
accelerations are a major concern to carry scientific
instrumentation to Space [10], incrementing costs, time
margin needed for load and unload, probability of
failure, and reducing the capability and flexibility of the
instrumentation. The sole acceleration that the mission
specialists and payload will have to undergo on
HELIUM will be parafoil deployment and the final
landing, but it is not sustained and easily mitigated by a
damping system. No vibrations will be experienced at
any stage of the HELIUM flight cycle. Thus, HELIUM
has a significant advantage when considering
maintenance and operation constraints —affecting costs
and technology— making it fully capable for regular
commercial exploitation.
III. COMMERCIAL VIABILITY
A market study has been conducted to find out the
commercial opportunities for HELIUM viability, and
assess its potential to be economically viable in terms of
covering operational costs, development costs and
generating profit. This has been done for a 10-year
forecast mainly based on the data provided by the
“Suborbital Reusable Vehicles: A 10-Year Forecast of
Market Demand" study conducted by The Tauri Group
in 2012.
III.I Market target
HELIUM targets several scientific markets, but also
other markets focused on research, education and
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technology development. Some have needs related to insitu research on Space environment such as radiation
effects on electronics, atomic oxygen effects on
materials, radiation and high-energy particles,
observation of Earth, the Sun or the wider cosmos.
These markets have been classified in three main
segments:
Market 1. A portion of the market of SRVs
This market has been derived from the study by the
Tauri Group, which exhibits a wide market range
potentially to be targeted by HELIUM, as it can be
compared to a Suborbital Reusable Vehicle, in terms of
the service it can offer. This market may be covered by
the use of reusable rocket-borne vehicles capable of
travelling to Near Space in short ballistic journeys [8],
but it can equally be satisfied by the use of crewed and
uncrewed Near Space balloons. A part of the reusable
vehicles market will be better satisfied by HELIUM
because of its significantly greater safety and more
frequent flight opportunities compared to any rocketbased ballistic platform, among other advantages:
1)   Basic and applied research market: a crewed
platform, offering flight opportunities for
researchers and scientists in a wide number of
disciplines, which require Space environment
conditions such as vacuum, temperature, radiation,
etc. that can be achieved with a Near Space flight.
These Near Space conditions can be easily
maintained during several hours, having the
flexibility to interrupt the mission if needed, and
allowing repeated measurements of the same
individual (microgravity transition, radiation, etc.).
a)   Astronomy: easy access to Near Space
environment (cosmic radiations, sights,
absence of disruptive agents etc.) and Earth
magnetic field measurement.
b)   Human research: easy access to Near Space
environment (vacuum, radiation, temperature,
etc.). Less dangerous physiological studies of
the effects of real Space-like conditions.
c)   Atmospheric research: analysis of atmospheric
particles in suspension, ozone layer analysis
and control, support to weather predictions.
2)   Aerospace technology test, demonstration, and
certification market: activities related to advance
technology maturity and to achieve Space
demonstration, qualification or certification, e.g.
test and validation platform for the equipment used
on new Space-based observatories (remote sensing,
Space weather and NEOs). Long exposure times
and more benign environment compared to
sounding rockets, as well as a lower cost and
increased flight opportunities compared to orbital
access, increases significantly the competitiveness
of HELIUM.
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3)   Educational market: activities that provide
opportunities to schools, colleges, universities and
other higher education institutions to have access
and increased awareness of Space.
a)   K-12 payloads.
b)   K-12 teacher seats: Teachers will be able train
and fly and later share their experience with
students, similar to parabolic flights or the illfated Teacher in Space program from NASA.
c)   University payloads.
4)   Remote sensing: to acquire imagery of the Earth for
different purposes, such as climate change research.
Frequent and crewed balloons flights could be
conducted to get data to calibrate and validate the
improvements of the existing models. According to
the Tauri study, there is no competitive advantage
in the use of Suborbital Reusable Vehicles in the
remote sensing market [8]. In any case, it is
assumed that a limited interest to develop this
market is the result of the current lack of awareness
of Near Space balloon alternative which is capable
to obtaining higher resolutions and longer loiter
time than satellites and suborbital ballistic probes.
This could find applications in, among others,
natural disasters (floods, fires, earthquake affected
zones, etc.) surveillance and forecasting, Earth
surface mapping based on interferometry,
deforestation surveillance, urban surveillance,
plagues forecasting and control, and detection of
fish shoals.
Market 2. Analog missions for astronauts training
This includes any in-Space personnel training, such
as astronauts training. HELIUM would provide a
context significantly closer to Space-like conditions
and/or longer exposure time than any of the current
Earth-based analog missions. It would be a
complementary solution to the current water-based, airbased and ground-based training missions but also as a
late training phase before proceeding to fly to orbit. The
use of a crewed laboratory balloon for training
personnel has a high potential, due to the psychological
effect of being in Near Space, which creates a far better
analog than any other existing training. Analog missions
have provided valuable insights into situations where
crews are isolated and confined, and increased access to
this kind of missions suggest that they will continue to
be useful platforms from which to conduct training and
research [11]. Currently, astronaut training companies
such as the NASTAR Centre have already defined
commercial Space training for individuals, including
hierarchical methodology with several levels of
certification and licensing for Space participants,
researchers, mission specialists, etc. [12] This opens an
opportunity to HELIUM to become a provider of
regular Space access for this new regulated approach of
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Space training, providing more flexible, capable and
frequent Near Space flights that offer long exposures of
several hours to a Space-like environment. Additionally,
flight opportunities to orbit are very scarce; crewed
Near Space balloons shall be used to test many ideas at
low cost and better select amongst them the most
effective ones for future implementation on LEO or
beyond-LEO crewed platforms. Future versions can be
envisioned for long duration flights, providing flight
times of a few weeks/months.
Market 3. Experiments, tests or activities that can be
done using balloons only
This is a very specific market whose needs can only
be satisfied by the use of Near Space balloons. It
includes potential customers not considered by the Tauri
study. Near-Space balloons can adapt to the
experiments’ needs instead of adapting the experiment
to the test platform —ISS has strict access regulations
and limited mass and volume; sounding rockets have
limited volume and mass, etc.—. A large amount of
valuable activities can only be conducted using Near
Space balloons thanks to their operational
characteristics —flexibility to payload shape, flexibility
for launch schedule, payload lifting capability, safety
for the crew— but are still unknown by the scientific
community. Nowadays these opportunities are not
feasible with sounding and conventional rockets:
1)   Basic and applied research market: use of
instrumentation, such as optical telescopes and
other astronomy devices, which need to be handled
directly by humans, to have flexible and live
adjustability, to have substantial long exposures to
Near Space conditions, and also need to have high
guarantees of being recovered from Near Space.
Crewed Near Space balloons can be used as an
observation platform as well as an experimentation
platform for a wide number of disciplines:
a)   Astronomy: it may result in the development of
a “constellation” of NEO observation balloons,
which are constantly in the air. Moreover,
flying above the 99% of the mass of the
atmosphere, lets you see in the visible
spectrum like from LEO.
b)   Human research: to undertake research in
human physiological and psychological
responses during prolonged times and under
more constant conditions.
c)   Earth and atmospheric research: Near Space
buoyancy laboratories over areas near the Earth
poles where the atmosphere’s dynamics keep
the balloon in a relatively small area (for up to
months).
2)   Aerospace intermediate pre-IOD test market: for
astronautics testing activities which can benefit
from Near Space conditions in order to be a kind of
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pre-IOD/IOV platform, as a Near Space
qualification and testing prior to launch into orbit.
Crewed Near Space balloons would bridge the gap
between ground testing activities and IOV/IOD,
allowing to demonstrate orbital technologies to
TRL 5 or 6.
3)   General technology development, test and
qualification market: to provide economic access to
Space for technology testing activities which
require some capabilities such as Near Space and
Near Space conditions and Near Space drop
capability; all within a safe, frequent and flexible
flight access completely adaptable to the needs of
the user.
4)   Education market: also provide a far safer and
economical access to Space, allowing higher
education and even school students to conduct
experiments and learning activities and missions in
Space, while benefitting of the “overview effect”
result of stratospheric flights:
a)   K-12 student seats for access to Near Space,
resulting
in
transforming
educational
experience, where innovation and creativity are
fostered from an early age improving science,
technology, engineering and math skills.
b)   Higher education seats for educators, PhDs and
students (universities, technical training, etc.),
hands-on approach with Near Space hardware
at universities and set up of initiatives aimed at
boosting scientific and technical vocations
among university students.
5)   Telecommunications market: provide IT services to
remote areas. As internet and mobile-based systems
are becoming essential for development, providing
connectivity coverage to broad areas in remote
regions from Near Space will potentially increase
the chances for new market developments.
Facebook and Google both currently see Near
Space as a key part of connectivity in the 21st
century and are developing Near Space balloon
capabilities.
When defining the target for HELIUM, an important
concern raised is the current lack of awareness about the
use of crewed Near Space balloons. As it happened in
many other innovative solutions, at first there is a lack
of general public awareness about the technology, but
the clear and intrinsic advantages of this solution will
help it gain market share once operations with crewed
Near Space balloons have begun and the community’s
awareness about this technology increases.

of this growth took place on the commercial side of the
industry, as this represented 76% of the global Space
activity in 2013. In fact, important private projects have
been undertaken at least since 2000, when SPACEHAB
and RSC Energia teamed to provide a whole
commercial business enterprise module for the ISS,
aimed at private research and also education projects
[13]. The market for commercial Space products is
currently growing vigorously as customers are
demanding and receiving greater control over the way
they interact with Space products and services thanks to
the emergence of private Space companies. In 2015, a
substantial growth in investment and interest in Space
capabilities has been recorded, with increasing interest
in the Space industry by venture capital firms and
private investors who see the potential of this sector to
introduce world-changing technologies. For these
reasons, the outlook for the Space sector is very bright
in the years to come [14].
This growing market is likely to keep this trend at
least during a 10-year forecast, even within the most
unfavourable scenario of the Tauri study. The scenarios
defined by this are:
1)   Baseline scenario. SRVs (Suborbital Reusable
Vehicles) operate in a predictable economic
environment that is relatively similar to today’s.
2)   Growth scenario. New dynamics emerge from
marketing and research successes. SRV research
results are highly productive and attract significant
new government, international, and commercial
interest for future experiments.
3)   Constrained scenario. SRVs operate in an
environment of dramatic reduction in spending
compared to today, due, for example, to worsened
global economy.
The following figure shows the market trend for
each one of the defined potential markets. Market 1 and
market 2 have been estimated using data from the Tauri
study, and market 3 has been estimated based on
alternative research, although its trend is based on the
tendency of market 1 due to the similarities of target
(mainly public) between market 1 and 3. Amounts are
indicated in seat/cargo units, which is equivalent to a
single seat demand or the equivalent volume for cargo
demand:

III.II Market characteristics
Market trend
The global Space economy grew by 4% in 2013
reaching a new record of $314.17 billion. The majority
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Fig. 8: Market 2 trend in a 10-year forecast based on
to the Tauri study data.
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Fig. 7: Market 1 trend in a 10-year forecast based on
to the Tauri study data.
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Fig. 9: Market 3 trend in a 10-year forecast based on
to the Tauri study data.
According to this, in a constrained context, the most
unfavourable trend would not exceed an accumulated
50% decrease during the forecast, and it would only
take place in the constrained scenario in the aerospace
technology test market, which is not a key market
targeted by HELIUM. In fact, the general trend even in
the constrained scenario is a 10-year accumulated
growth of 0% to 300% in the demand depending on the
market niche, while in the growth scenario it can reach
an increase of up to 9800%, specifically in the education
market. The basic and applied research market, which is
key for HELIUM, is expected to have a minimum
accumulated growth of 64% in the constrained scenario,
293% in the baseline scenario, and up to 706% in the
growth scenario. It can be concluded that it is likely to
see an increase, or at worst stagnation, but no decrease,
in the demand in a 10-year future within the market
targeted by HELIUM [8].
Market volume
The HELIUM market volume is partially based on
the more than 150 countries in the world that have not
had presence in Space (>100 km) or in Near Space
(from 20 to 100 km). Only around 39 countries have
had an astronaut in Space, but they represent $64,620.57
billion of nominal GDP nominal, 83,64% of the world.
The rest $12,642.23 billion GDP (16,36%) belongs to
151 countries that have never had an astronaut in Space.
Of these 151 countries, 31 have a GDP between $100
billion and $890 billion [15], and represent a serious
potential market interested in having a presence in
Space because of its political, scientific, technological,
and commercial advantages. Considering the countries
that currently have an official budget for Space, an
average of 0.03% of the GDP of a country is spent on
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Market opportunity
A market share of 23 to 30% has been estimated
based on the number of customer flights conducted by
zero2infinity since 2013, compared to the flights
conducted within the NASA Flight Opportunities
Program since 2013 that were feasible using Near Space
balloons. NASA Flight Opportunities Program is widely
known and is aimed to Technology Maturation, sRLV
Vehicle Capability Enhancements, Science, and
Education [17], and it is actually a collaborative
customer for HELIUM and other suborbital flight
providers [7]. Due to its similarities to HELIUM’s
targeted markets, it has been considered as a reference
to estimate market proportions.
According to this market share, the market trend and
the market volume, the following demand can be
expected exclusively for HELIUM:
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Fig. 11: Estimated Market 2 volume for HELIUM.
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Assuming that more than 150 countries, which have
never had crewed presence in Space would dedicate
0.03% of GDP for Space exploration, it would result in
an additional $3.79 billion for the Space market.
These countries may consider using private Space
companies and solutions, such as HELIUM, to conduct
their research and commercial Spaceflight purposes
instead of forming whole agencies that need larger
economic resources and that once created cannot
politically be disbanded, constantly taking up resources
from the taxpayer.
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Zero2infinity has conducted a survey of potential
clients, and 78% of the surveyed consider it very useful
or essential to experiment with Near Space balloons.
Besides, at this time, more than the 38% of the surveyed
declare that having a researcher on-board would be very
useful for their research. The majority of the surveyed
(75%) that do not conduct experiments with sounding
rockets or stratospheric balloons declare that it is
because they have no experiments that require this kind
of vehicle, while 50% that do not conduct experiments
with Near Space balloons declare that they have no
access to them or that they are too expensive.
Therefore, it does seem necessary for many research
institutions to access Near Space for their activities,
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from a wide variety of fields*. Indeed, 75% of the
surveyed consider very valuable to experiment at low
pressure (20 to 3 mbar), low temperature (-40 to -85ºC)
and high Sun/UV radiation conditions, which are
reachable using Near Space balloons. None of the
surveyed considered these conditions of little or very
little value for their activities. Only experiments that
require microgravity are not ideally suited, although
HELIUM could provide few tens of seconds of zero,
lunar and Martian microgravity during sail separation in
the descent if necessary.
This context places HELIUM affordable access to
Near Space within a favourable market opportunity, as
accessing LEO has become exponentially more
expensive:
*

Atmospheric research (53%), aerospace technology
test (41%), remote sensing (35%), educational projects
(32%), astronomy (29%), human research (9%) and
other (6%). Surveyed could answer multiple choice.
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Fig. 13: Cost of travelling to Orbit (single seat, prices
corrected for inflation to 2015).
An exponential price variation has taken place since
the first “commercial” seat on a LEO craft was sold
back in 1988. The following chart shows the amount of
Space travellers (mission specialists and similar
research personnel that access Space for purposes
different than commanding the Space vehicle itself) and
the cost that carrying them to Space represented,
according to the abovementioned estimation:
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Fig. 14: Timeline of worldwide mission specialists (and similar personnel that are no pilots) launched to Space and
their associated cost estimation.
It is clear that a significant amount of economic
resources has been spent on travelling to Space.
Therefore, lower cost access to Near Space using
alternative vehicles will likely turn out to be very
attractive to customers from all kinds of institutions.

As an innovative solution, some entry and growth
barriers are expected to reach the targeted market:
1)   Many potential customers and users are not aware
of the Near Space balloons option to conduct their
activities, or underestimate the potential of crewed
ballooning.

Entry barriers
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2)   The requirement of an upfront investment for R&D
to develop the proof of concept for human flights.
3)   The regulatory frame for commercial Near Space
human flight is in progress.
Nonetheless, these barriers may be taken as an
opportunity if combined with the advantages of the
HELIUM solution:
Associated opportunity
A much wider potential market
Lack of
to exploit, which competitors
awareness
may not consider.
Upfront
Being in the upfront of the
investment for
Near Space providers as the
R&D
market leader.
Grey regulatory
Higher flexibility to enter the
frame
market and create the rules.
Table 2: Market barriers and associated
opportunities.

[7]

[8]

Seize barrier

In summary, the market opportunity is potentially
wide, with a global scope and with a variety of
customers led by technological research. The market is
surrounded by a lack of awareness of the potential of
Near Space, which is the main barrier to seize the
market.
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